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Abstract: Studies recording the number of user insights into data are used in the evaluation and 

comparison of Visual Analytics tools. However, such insight studies are based on varying 

definitions of insights, measure different qualitative and quantitative dimensions, and are seldom 

used during the participatory design phase of Visual Analytics tools. We introduce three levels of 

insight methodology to be used during the participatory design process and illustrate these using 

the DisCō project. We started by using conventional “insight counters” which did not provide us 

with useful results for iterative design, so we went one step further and coded insights in line 

with the specific purpose of the tools, and successfully gathered information useful for design 

improvements. Finally, in order to gain an even deeper understanding, we further analyzed 

relations between insights and prior knowledge by means of a Relational Insight Organizer 

(RIO). The RIO helped characterize how users make sense of a tool, as well as where and 

whether they gain insights. We discuss the potential and prerequisites of these three levels of 

insight analysis for iterative design. 

 

 

The Role of the User in Visual Analytics 

Visual tools were already used in the ancient world for data analysis (e.g. the abacus for 

calculation), but human processing abilities and the capacities of these tools restricted analysis to 

small datasets. It was not until the development of computers with greater processing power that 

more complex mathematical analyses of huge data sets became possible. In recent years, 

computers have also been used to develop visual methods and tools which further support the 

data analysis process. With the advent of the emerging field of “Visual Analytics”, the 

underlying concept of visual tools is taken a step further. In essence, Visual Analytics combines 

human analytical capabilities with computer processing capacities
1
. In the Human Computer 

Interaction process new knowledge is generated and “insights” are gained by the user.  

One challenge that confronts Visual Analytics is to develop visual analysis tools that best support 

the user during data analysis to solve the problem at hand – to score. This is frequently achieved 

by scoring the insights generated using different tools (summative evaluation). Another way to 

reach this goal is to design novel Visual Analytics tools in a participatory way and to work with 

users during the design process (formative evaluation). In this paper, we address how “best” to 

do this and illustrate the issues involved using examples drawn from the DisCō research project. 

 

DisCō – Participatory Design of New Visual Analytics Tools 

The aim of the DisCō
 project 2 is to design novel tools to visually analyze time-oriented data (see 

Box 1). These tools are developed for use with “Time Intelligence® Solutions” (TIS) software 

and are targeted at Human Resource planning consultants. At the beginning of the project, the 

requirements of this target group were assessed by means of a task and user analysis and include 

optimal staffing or the design of shift work systems. Users have to present their results to their 
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customers and new tools must have an intuitive, easy-to-understand design. DisCō tools are 

designed with an early focus on users and iterative testing phases.  

 

Insight as an Evaluation Method for Participatory Design 

Various methods have been developed in recent years to test the use of visualization tools to 

support the human reasoning process. Classic benchmarking metrics, such as efficiency and 

efficacy, proved to be of limited use for either gaining a deeper understanding of the utility of a 

visualization technique or evaluating the quality of a Visual Analytics tool. Benchmark metrics 

are typically task based and used in a highly standardized experimental setting, where tasks have 

to be compact and predefined. The experimental setting forces definitive, unambiguous, and 

distinctive answers, while time constraints leave little room for deeper elaboration of the 

findings
3
.  

Due to the exploratory nature of knowledge discovery in Visual Analytics, new paradigms for 

testing and evaluation that go “beyond time and errors” were promoted to fill these explanatory 

gaps
4
. One of these metrics is the qualitative and quantitative measurement of user reported 

insights
5
. Though this approach was originally developed (and is applied) for summative 

evaluations
5
, it seemed potentially suitable for generating suggestions on how to improve the 

design of Visual Analytics tools. After all, as insights are assessed in the analysis process, they 

should also be able to deliver information about the user’s knowledge discovery process.  

However, one shortcoming of insight methodology is the absence of a widely accepted, clear 

definition what actually is an insight5,6. The fact that “insight” is an everyday word that 

everybody seems to understand intuitively, yet has a wide variety of different meanings 

(Wikipedia lists four different meanings) is particularly problematic. In the scientific domain, 

“insights” have additional meanings, such as the “aha-experience” during problem solving in 

Psychology or knowledge discovery in Visual Analytics. All of these meanings are in some way 

related, raising the need for clear differentiation. A clear definition is a prerequisite for valid 

measurement of insights (see also Box 2). But in the domain of Visual Analytics, defining 

insights is further complicated by the granularity of the insight gaining process: Is a new insight 

gained when a pattern is detected in a visualization, when a cognitive script is identified for data 

analysis, or when a mental model of the whole data set is completed? Different kinds of insights 

can be of interest in participatory design: how users make sense of a novel Visual Analytics tool 

at first sight, which discoveries they make in the data, or the mental model they develop about 

data and data analysis. So, insight studies in participatory design need a pragmatic definition that 

encompasses all these kinds of insights. Consequently, we have defined an insight as the 

understanding gained by an individual using a visualization tool (or parts thereof) for the 

purpose of data analysis, which is a gradual process towards discovering new knowledge. By 

defining insight as a process rather than an outcome, it is clear that insights can only be assessed 

in the actual process of visual analysis.  
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Insight Methodology in DisCō 

We encountered a number of challenges in using insight methodology (as described by Saraiya et 

al.5) in the DisCō project. First, only a very limited number of expert users actually analyze time 

related data for HR planning (our application domain), so we were not able to recruit a large 

enough sample to allow statistical hypothesis testing. Secondly (and most importantly), the 

resulting “insight counters” were too superficial and did not provide us with detailed suggestions 

for improving the tools.  

Given the small number of experts available, we were only able to interview two appropriate 

users on their insights into the visualizations. We also interviewed three semi-experts with 

limited knowledge of the application domain but some background knowledge in data analysis, 

and compared their results with those of the domain experts. The similarities identified between 

experts and semi-experts (reported in Smuc et al.
7
) encouraged us to make further use of semi-

experts for analysis purposes. 

Confronted with the second challenge, we successively refined the methodological approach 

proposed by Saraiya et al.
5
 and adapted it to the needs of our participatory design project. For our 

formative evaluation, we decided not to train participants on the use of the tools, but to confront 

them instead with novel tools. This enables us to determine how users make sense of the tools 

when they first see them7. In the rest of the paper we introduce our methodological approach 

which we hope will be found useful by researchers and practitioners in the Visual Analytics and 

Usability fields. We discuss the potential and challenges of using insights in the evaluation and 

participatory design of Visual Analytics tools at three different levels. 

 

Level 1: “In the North” – Counting Insights 

Saraiya et al.
5
 and North

3
 offer a detailed description of a way to analyze insights. Firstly, they 

ask participants to analyze data using a given tool and to think aloud while doing so. The think-

aloud protocols are then coded by domain experts with respect to different characteristics (see 

Saraiya et al.
5
 for a detailed description): the number of insights, the time of the insight, its 

domain value, its correctness, its directedness, its breadth and depth, and its category (overview, 

pattern, groups, and details). The values for each of these characteristics can be used to evaluate 

the tool in questions. 

When we examined the coding of these characteristics in detail, we found that “domain value” 

was coded similarly to “breadth and depth”, while “breadth and depth” in return was coded in a 

similar way to “overview” and “detail”. Especially deep insights have a high domain value and 

focus on details. Despite intensive research, we have so far been unable to identify any studies 

addressing the redundancies between these insight categories. Correlations between these 

categories could uncover the redundancies and show whether they measure one or more 

dimensions. The characteristics also need to be more clearly defined to allow differentiation. But 

this is beyond the scope of this article. 

 

Applying “Insight Counters” to DisCō 
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We followed the procedure suggested by Saraiya et al.
5
 in our first level of analysis, with the 

following main results: On average, participants gained more insights into the Multi Scale Plot 

than the Cycle Plot (see Box 1 for a description of the Visual Analytics tools); both tools 

supported pattern finding and insights at an overview level, but neither supported any one of the 

insight categories in particular (overview, patterns, groups, details; see Figure 1).  

 

 
Figure 1. Overview of evaluation results at level 1 for all participants 

 

We found these results interesting when comparing the two new tools and the different users 

groups (experts and semi-experts). However, we encountered problems in suggesting 

improvements for the novel Visual Analytics tools, because no salient insight profile emerged. 

Therefore, we decided to look more closely at the insights in order to determine what the study 

participants contribute when it comes to improving the Visual Analytics tools. 

 

Level 2: “Off to New Horizons” – Categorizing Insights from the Bottom-Up and the Top-

Down 

Apart from the categories introduced by Saraiya et al.5, what other options are available for 

coding insights? North suggests generating these categories from the bottom-up, that is, from the 

insights themselves by means of content analysis: By searching for similar insights and naming 

the resulting clusters according to their meaning, categories can be generated from the think-

aloud-protocols. 

A different approach that fits well to a participatory design process is to define categories in 

advance. This top-down process can be aligned with the intended purpose of a tool: Most Visual 

Analytics tools are designed to support specific kinds of analytic processes. Therefore, insight 

categories can be defined a priori for each of these analytic processes. If the users generate many 

insights related to its intended purpose, the tool is helpful to the user; if there are only a few or 

no such insights, the tool fails to accomplish its intended purpose and its design needs to be 

reconsidered. An analysis at this level requires a tight integration between the tool’s 

development, design, and evaluation processes: to define top-down insight categories, interpret 

results, and improve the tool accordingly. 

 

Applying “Bottom-Up and Top-Down Insight Categories” to DisCō 
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Using the bottom-up approach in DisCō, we found that our participants reported two kinds of 

insights (see Table 1): insights into the data, but also insights into the tool (omitted from the 

results presented at level 1). These tool insights encompass the users’ understanding of how the 

tool works, how it should be read, and where further improvements are needed to better support 

data analysis. Our analyses of data and tool insights for the two tools showed that although more 

data insights were gained for the Multi Scale Plot, nearly the same number of tool insights was 

generated for both plots (see Figure 2).  

 

Table 1. Examples for each category generated by a bottom-up and a top-down approach. 

Bottom-Up   

Data insight  “It decreases until 6 a.m. when it reaches a minimum. I assume 

this is due to […], to my knowledge, the change of shift.” (Multi 

Scale Plot) 

Tool insight  “The more green, the fewer assignments; the more blue, the more 

assignments.” (Multi Scale Plot) 

Top-Down   

Multi Scale Plot Overview “On average, Sundays are rather low.” 

 Detail “It peaks at noon. It’s always darkest then.” 

Cycle Plot Cycle “Starting in the morning, it rises to a peak around 10 or 11 a.m. It 

then calms down by noon, but there is a second peak around 4 or 

5 p.m., after which it decreases again.” 

 Trend “The first Monday is high, the second is lower, but it rises again 

on the third and fourth.” 

 

 
Figure 2. Overview of evaluation results at level 2: bottom-up (left) and top down (right). 

 

Beyond counting them, a qualitative analysis of tool insights is interesting as it shows how users 

without any prior knowledge make sense of a novel tool. For example, all participants in our 

study recognized the “calendar metaphor” ad hoc for the Multi Scale Plot. This metaphor helped 

them immensely in understanding how the tool worked. As a consequence, the tool could be 

renamed to reflect this metaphor and other tools could be designed and built using similar, well-

known, easy-to-apply metaphors like the calendar. This applies in particular to the Cycle Plot, 

since most participants had problems in understanding how it worked. 
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Taking the top-down approach, we generated insight categories in advance based on the analytic 

processes each tool was designed to support (see Box 1). Since the intention of the Cycle Plot is 

to help users to identify trends and cycles, we coded data insights for this plot as either cycle or 

trend data insights (see Table 1). The Multi Scale Plot is designed to help users gain insights at 

both the overview and the detail levels. We again coded data insights accordingly as overview or 

detail data insights (see Table 1 and Figure 2). At first sight, these categories are similar to those 

defined by Saraiya et al.
5
. However, here we also coded both for patterns and groups as to 

whether they focused on an overview or a detail level. In contrast to the results obtained at level 

1, more details were categorized at this level. One possible explanation for this could be that 

patterns and groups are coded preferentially as a detail level. For the new categories “trends” and 

“cycles”, a clear picture emerged: Cyclic structures led more often to insights. However, it 

should also be noted that the standard deviation for these two categories is rather high. 

These findings reveal the need for improvement for both plots: Neither supports the user in 

generating insights into both categories to an equivalent extent (as originally intended). A 

possible improvement could be to allow the user to switch interactively between trend and cycle 

lines or overview and detailed view respectively. 

More detailed analyses of the transcripts from level 2 indicated that tool insights often precede 

any related data insights. As a consequence, we looked more closely at the connections between 

insights, that is, how they build on one another and how a complete picture is obtained. 

 

Level 3: “Arriving in RIO” – the Relational Insight Organizer  

In the prior two levels, we only coded characteristics of single insights. But insights always build 

on prior knowledge and insights into the data and the tool. That is why most evaluations only 

focus on expert users or imply intensive a priori training. To better understand how such expert 

users gain insights when they use Visual Analytics tools, an analysis of the insight generation 

process and how insights build on each other is required. 

How can these relations between insights be best analyzed? In computer-supported collaborative 

learning, Suthers et al. suggest an “uptake graph” showing how the utterances made by learners 

build on their own prior utterances and those of other learners on a timeline
8
. We applied this 

approach to the insight timeline of one participant in our study and drew a “relational insight 

organizer” (RIO, see Figure 3). The RIO consists of multiple rows of icons along a timeline. The 

upper row shows prior knowledge, the next rows each show one (bottom-up or top-down) insight 

category (in our case, insights into both the tool and the data). The icons are positioned according 

to when they were first mentioned. For each insight identified in the think-aloud-protocol, note is 

made of whether it required prior knowledge and whether it built on a prior insight. To ensure 

the reliability of these relations, we found it beneficial to have them rated by at least two 

researchers. When the insight is built on prior knowledge, a prior knowledge icon is added at this 

time point in the first row and an arrow is drawn to indicate the relation. Similarly, for insights 

that build on prior insights, an arrow is drawn from the first to the second insight. To further aid 

interpretation of the relations between utterances, Suthers adds content (parts of the utterances) 

to the graph. In RIO, we followed this suggestion to a certain degree for easier interpretation, 
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naming insights according to their assigned category (see level 2). For some analyses, it might be 

interesting to add annotations, parts of the transcripts, or screenshots to help other researchers 

and designers reconstruct the interpretations. An example is given in Figure 3 for user 3. (See 

also Box 2).  

 

Applying RIO to DisCō 

When we used this type of visualization for the insights into both novel Visual Analytics tools in 

DisCō, we found the visual analysis of the insights of our participants particularly enlightening. 

In a first analysis step, we took a process-oriented view of success/failure stories for individual 

users to identify factors that allowed them to score or not. In a second step, these individual 

processes could be compared to identify more general patterns of analysis. These patterns could 

then be used to align tool design to user analysis processes. 

In Figure 3, we show two RIOs for the Cycle Plot. The upper RIO shows insight generation by a 

semi-expert. Relatively quickly, this user had the insight that the tool shows trends over a four-

week period (H1). The user’s data insights prior to the explanation of the tool can be divided into 

three phases: The first three data insights focus on the daily cycle (C1 to C3), the next three are 

generated with respect to trends (T4 to T6), and his final insight identifies an interaction between 

cycles and trends (CT7). Interestingly, we found that these first two phases were common to 

nearly all other participants: They focus initially on the daily cycle, then change to trends. Only 

the expert user (shown in Figure 3 in the lower RIO) skipped the first phase and primarily 

analyzed trends, mentioning only at the end that “a daily cycle can also be seen”. This result 

allows us to draw two inferences: Firstly, users seem to find it difficult to switch quickly and 

frequently between interpreting cycles and trends (which they all did for the Multi Scale Plot’s 

intended overview and detail categories) and, secondly, the salience of cycles seems to be higher 

because corresponding insights are nearly always generated first and (as can be seen in the RIO 

for user 1) they do not require a related preceding tool insight. 

Based on these results, we suggested two improvements to the tool: an increase in the salience of 

the trends and the provision of a switch between the cycle-salient and trend-salient view. 

A second pattern identified in the RIOs displayed in Figure 3 is the use of prior knowledge by 

experts in comparison to semi-experts: User 3 (an expert) used more prior knowledge than user 1 

(a semi-expert) to understand how the tool works and how it should be used for data insight 

generation. This pattern was also observed for the second tool and the second expert. This 

indicates that an expert’s domain knowledge guides the use of a Visual Analytics tool to a great 

extent, but does not have as much of an influence on their interpretation of data. This might be a 

problem specific to the HR planning domain, because customers come from different sectors of 

industry, requiring less sector-specific knowledge than analysis-specific knowledge. The expert’s 

cognitive scripts and knowledge of analyzing time-oriented HR data greatly influence how they 

extract information from a tool. 
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Figure 3. Relational Insight Organizers (RIO) of user 1 (top, a semi-expert) and user 3 (bottom, 

an expert) for the Cycle Plot. 

 

Moving up North or to RIO? A Guidepost 

We introduced three different levels of analysis that can be applied to insights assessed via think-

aloud-protocols: (1) insight counters, (2) bottom-up and top-down insight categories, and (3) the 

Relational Insight Organizer, RIO. But which of these levels is the most appropriate? In our 

opinion, no single approach is superior. When applying the various levels in DisCō, we always 

gained important results. Each level provides different answers to different questions. Our 

methodological exploration leads to the conclusion that the appropriate level of analysis depends 
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primarily on the evaluation goals (e.g. whether it is applied during summative evaluation or 

iterative testing or how much time is available for analysis) and the research question (e.g. 

whether tools are to be compared or improved and the kind of results needed). In the following, 

we provide assistance with choosing the route to take, that is, to go North or to go to RIO. Table 

2 provides an overview of all levels. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of the three levels of insight analysis with respect to the outcomes, 

answerable research questions, potential, problems, and possible design improvements. 

Level Research 

Questions 

Output Potential / 

Benefits 

Challenges / 

Problems 

Design Questions 

1 Comparison 

of tools, 

users or user 

groups 

Number of 

insights, 

timeline, 

insight 

categories, 

correctness 

Easy to apply, easy 

to interpret, 

quantitative results 

No qualitative 

findings 

Which of the different 

visualizations should 

be selected? 

2 What kinds 

of insights 

does a tool 

promote? 

Intended 

insight 

categories, 

tool insights 

Findings tailored to 

the Visual 

Analytics tool 

More laborious 

data analysis, 

only some 

qualitative 

findings 

How can the tool be 

improved to support 

the intended analysis 

processes? 

3 How does 

the tool 

promote the 

generation 

of insights? 

Relations 

between 

insights, 

analysis 

process  

More qualitative 

findings related to 

the process, shows 

relations between 

insights instead of 

simply counting 

Very laborious 

data analysis, 

only possible 

with small 

samples  

Where did users fail / 

succeed in gaining the 

intended insights? 

How can the process 

be supported? 

 

When we look again at level 1, one of its major advantages is that the analysis steps are relatively 

well-defined (with the exception of the above-mentioned difficulties with some of the categories) 

and can be applied with the least effort. However, this analysis level is also time consuming. We 

found it most appropriate when used to analyze differences between groups of users or 

visualizations. Saraiya et al.
5
 also used “insight counters” to compare different Visual Analytics 

tools with regard to their ability to support user knowledge discovery processes. One restriction 

of insight counters is that they provide more quantitative than qualitative results. This is 

beneficial insofar as they are easy to interpret, but also problematic since no qualitative findings 

for design improvements are gained. In participatory design, this level is only beneficial if we 

have a direct comparison between alternative tools or different variants of the same tool. 

At level 2, top-down or bottom-up strategies can be applied to generate new, tailored insight 

categories. Top-down strategies are particularly important for insight studies in participatory 

design: By defining the kind of insights the novel Visual Analytics tool should promote in 

advance, the results of the user study demonstrate whether or not the tool fulfils its intended 
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purpose. This can be less time-consuming than a full analysis at level 1 (although one should 

consider using both levels), but the output can be much more relevant for design improvements. 

Bottom-up strategies are more time-consuming in analysis because clustering and content 

analysis have to be carried out before the insights can be coded. But a bottom-up approach is 

often worth the additional effort as it demonstrates those insights promoted by the novel tool that 

the developers and researchers did not think of in advance. In our study, we found that users gain 

both tool and data insights, which may have been provoked by the omission of the a priori 

training phase in the DisCō project. But these insights allow us to observe how participants gain 

an understanding of how a novel Visual Analytics tool works. Although this is rare for insight 

studies to date, we would like to encourage this approach in other participatory design studies as 

it provides valuable findings on how users make sense of a tool, how they struggle with 

visualization elements, how they learn to “read” the visualizations, and how they start to work 

with the tool in the analysis processes. 

Analyses at level 2 can be more laborious than at level 1, especially when insight categories are 

generated bottom-up. But both bottom-up and top-down categories provide useful information on 

the kind of insights the tool promotes. This information can be used to further improve the tool in 

the next iterative design phase. 

Level 3 contains the most time-consuming insight analyses: data and tool insights are visually 

plotted on the user’s analysis process timeline. In the RIO, insights are related to the prior 

insights and to the prior knowledge on which they are built and to the subsequent insights that 

make use of them. This analysis has to be conducted separately for each individual user and may, 

therefore, be restricted to sub-samples only. In our experience, to provide visual clarity a RIO for 

a think-aloud-protocol of approximately one hour can be drawn on one sheet of paper. 

One benefit of RIO over the first two levels is that we remain close to the visual analysis process 

instead of being restricted to summative insight counting. As with Visual Analytics, we move 

from pure computational data analysis to visual data analysis. The latter makes it easier to obtain 

a more complete picture, to see relations, and to interpret data more qualitatively. By taking this 

step, we not only assess our measures during the analysis process, we also interpret them in a 

process-like manner. This aids the design of Visual Analytics tools enormously: We can see 

where a user is able to generate insight and where a user succeeds or fails to gain the intended 

insight, that is, where a user does score or not. This process view helps to improve the design of 

Visual Analytics tools throughout the data analysis process.  

 

DisCō’s Travelogue 

In an early, iterative usability engineering phase, we conducted analysis using all three levels 

described above to test the insight methodology. RIO turned out to be valuable in providing 

insights leading to design improvements. One restraint of our study is that RIO was not tested 

using interactive elements, which might have lead to additional errors and detours. At this early 

stage in DisCō, we used only mock-ups of the tools, but did gain insight-based suggestions for 

where interactions were necessary. These findings were subsequently used to develop the Visual 

Analytics tools further. 
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Our plan for the next iterations of formative testing is to use RIO for single, early stage 

developments, but analyses at levels 1 and 2 for multiple comparisons and summative evaluation 

at the end of the project. In other words, we are already heading back North, but are prepared to 

come back for a “samba in RIO”. 

One limitation of all the above levels of analysis is that collecting and analyzing insights is time 

consuming and should be used only when necessary. Insight analyses only proved appropriate 

for some research questions (see Table 2) and can be combined or substituted with other less 

time-consuming methodologies. For example, in DisCō we also relied on questionnaires and 

traditional post tests. Nonetheless, insights provide a good illustration of users’ understanding 

gained when using Visual Analytics tools. 

 

To conclude our journey from North to RIO, we suggest using all three levels of analysis at 

different phases of participatory design: level 1 for comparison of different tools, tool variants, or 

groups of users; level 2 for testing the goodness of fit of a designer’s intentions; and level 3 for 

better aligning the tool with the user insight generation process. We recommend starting the 

journey in the North and only travelling to new horizons if the results at this stage lack salience. 

If user insights do not meet the tool’s purpose on this trip, feel free to put on your dancing shoes 

and join in the samba in RIO. 
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Box 1: Novel Visual Analytics tools developed in DisCō 

Analysis of time-oriented data includes exploration of trends, patterns, and relationships of 

multivariate information. Time data is difficult to analyze because of its complex, natural (e.g. 

seasons, days) and social (e.g. business years, holidays) structure.
9
 

In the case study presented here as an example, two Visual Analytics tools for time-oriented data 

are analyzed: the Cycle Plot
10

 and the Multi Scale Plot
11

. The aim of the Cycle Plot (see Figure 

A) is to help the user differentiate trend and cyclic structures in data. The aim of the Multi Scale 

Plot is to show as much data as possible in a limited space (see Figure B). It makes use of the 

structure of time and was modified to provide insight into overview and detail in a single 

visualization. 
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Figure A. Example of a Cycle Plot showing the number of police assignment in the Monday 

daily cycle (24 h, x-axis). Within each hour, data from 4 successive Mondays is displayed to 

show trends. 

 
Figure B. Example of a Multi Scale Plot. Like a calendar, each block shows one day. Inside each 

block, the rows represent hours and each pixel in a row represents a 5-minute-interval. In this 

visualization, 7803 data points are displayed. 
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Box 2: Moving into Unchartered Waters – What’s Next on Our Journey into 

Understanding Insights? 

Until now, insights in Visual Analytics were defined rather narrowly as knowledge discoveries 

regarding the data. In our study, we categorized user insights from the bottom-up and found that 

they also frequently included insights into the tool. Such tool insights offer valuable information 

for the design of Visual Analytics tools.  

Further work on insight methodology should address how interaction with the tool, the data and 

the annotations relates to user insights. The amount of elaboration is also an interesting factor 

(one user in our study took several minutes to elaborate on one tool insight). With some 

refinements, both ideas could be visualized in RIO (as new relations and duration-dependent 

insight blocks). 

An important contribution for the community and for understanding user insight generation 

would also be a cognitive theory of the user in visual data analysis. Important sources for such a 

theory could be findings from psychology and sensemaking, with the inclusion of the elaboration 

cycles introduced by sensemaking frameworks in particular worth consideration.
12
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